W. Owen
Dulce Et Decorum Est
(scritta tra il 1917 e il 1918)
Bent double, like old beggars under sacks,
Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed to sludge,
Till on the hunting flareswe turned our backs
And towards our distant rest began to trudge.
Man marched asleep. Many had lost their boots
But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind;
Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots
Of tired, outstripped Five-Nines that dropped behind.
Gas! GAS! Quick, boys! – An ecstasy of fumbling,
Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time;
But someone still was yelling out and stumbling,
And flound’ring like a man in fire or lime…
Dim, thorugh the misty panes and thick green light,
As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.
In all my dreams, before my helpless sight,
He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning.
If in some smothering dreams you too could pace
Behind the wagon that we flung him in,
And watch the white eyes writihing in his face,
His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin;
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,
Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues, –
My friend, you would not tell with such high zest 2
To children ardent for some desperate glory,
The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est
Pro patria mori.

Here’s the Top 10 Workplace Safety Tips Every Employee Should Know

1) Be Aware Of Your Surroundings
This step requires knowing the particular hazards of your job or workplace. Once you’ve learned
these risks, you are able to keep clear of potential hazardous areas, and potential hazardous
situations. Also, always be alert of machinery.

2) Keep Correct Posture To Protect Your Back
If you work at a desk, keep your shoulders in line with your hips to avoid back problems. If you’re
picking things up, use correct form so your back doesn’t get hurt. Avoid stooping and twisting. If
possible, always use ergonomic designed furniture and safety equipment so everything you need is
within easy reach.

3) Take Regular Breaks
So many work-related injuries and illnesses occur because a worker is tired, burned out and not
alert to their surroundings. Taking regular breaks helps you stay fresh on the job. One trick to
staying alert is to schedule the most difficult tasks when your concentration is best, like first thing
in the morning.

4) Use Tools And Machines Properly
Take the proper precautions when using tools, and never take shortcuts. Taking shortcuts is one of
the leading cause of workplace injury. It’s a huge safety risk to use scaffolding as a ladder or one
tool in place of another for a specific job. Using tools the right way greatly reduces the chance of
workplace injury.

5) Keep Emergency Exits Easily Accessible
In case of an emergency, you’ll need quick, easy access to the exits. It’s also recommended to keep
clear access to equipment shutoffs in case you need to quickly stop them from functioning.

6) Report Unsafe Conditions To Your Supervisor
Your supervisor needs to be informed about any workplace safety hazards or risks. They are legally
obligated to ensure their employees have a safe working environment and will take care of the
unsafe conditions and make them safe for you and your coworkers.

7) Use Mechanical Aids Whenever Possible
Instead of attempting to carry or lift something that’s really heavy in an attempt to save a sliver of
time during your workday, take the extra minute to use a wheelbarrow, conveyor belt, crank or
forklift. Too many injury risks are involved with trying to lift something that weighs too much.

8) Stay Sober
Around three percent of workplace fatalities occur due to alcohol and drugs. When a worker’s
ability to exercise judgment, coordination, motor control, concentration or alertness is
compromised, this leads to any number of risks for workplace injury and fatalities.

9) Reduce Workplace Stress
Stress can lead to depression and concentration problems. Common causes of workplace stress
include long hours, heavy workload, job insecurity and conflicts with coworkers or managers. Take
your concerns about workplace stress to your supervisor to see how they might help you address
them.

10) Wear The Correct Safety Equipment
If you’re not wearing the correct safety equipment for a task, you may get injured. Depending on
the job, equipment like earplugs, earmuffs, hard hats, safety goggles, gloves or a full-face mask
greatly reduce the risk of workplace injury.
It’s up to facility managers and business owners to get their employees onboard with workplace
safety efforts, encouraging them to become active members in the process. Share with them the
workplace injury statistics and the inherent risks their job presents to them on a daily basis. Provide
incentives that reward them for exemplifying great workplace safety behavior. These simple
initiatives really do make all of the difference.

A tip for your safety at work
Use Mechanical Aids Whenever Possible
Instead of attempting to carry or lift something that’s really heavy in an attempt to save a sliver of
time during your workday, take the extra minute to use a wheelbarrow, conveyor belt, crank or
forklift. Too many injury risks are involved with trying to lift something that weighs too much.

W. Churchill’s speech final part “Blood, toil, Tears and sweat”

“I hope that any of my friends and colleagues, or former colleagues, who are affected
by the political reconstruction, will make allowance, all allowance, for any lack of
ceremony with which it has been necessary to act. I would say to the House, as I said
to those who have joined this government: “I have nothing to offer but blood, toil,
tears and sweat.”
We have before us an ordeal of the most grievous kind. We have before us many,
many long months of struggle and of suffering. You ask, what is our policy? I can
say: It is to wage war, by sea, land and air, with all our might and with all the strength
that God can give us; to wage war against a monstrous tyranny, never surpassed in
the dark, lamentable catalogue of human crime. That is our policy. You ask, what is
our aim? I can answer in one word: It is victory, victory at all costs, victory in spite of
all terror, victory, however long and hard the road may be; for without victory, there
is no survival. Let that be realised; no survival for the British Empire, no survival for
all that the British Empire has stood for, no survival for the urge and impulse of the
ages, that mankind will move forward towards its goal. But I take up my task with
buoyancy and hope. I feel sure that our cause will not be suffered to fail among men.
At this time I feel entitled to claim the aid of all, and I say, “come then, let us go
forward together with our united strength.”

COKETOWN (from C. Dickens, Hard Times)
It was a town of red brick, or of brick that would have been red if the smoke and
ashes had allowed it; but as matters stood it was a town of unnatural red and black
like the painted face of a savage. It was a town of machinery and tall chimneys, out of
which interminable serpents of smoke trailed themselves for ever and ever, and never
got uncoiled. It had a black canal in it, and a river that ran purple with ill-smelling
dye, and vast piles of buildings full of windows where there was a rattling and a
trembling all day long, and where the piston of the steam-engine worked
monotonously up and down like the head of an elephant in a state of melancholy
madness. It contained several large streets all very like one another, and many small
streets still more like one another, inhabited by people equally like one another, who
all went in and out at the same hours, with the same sound upon the same pavements,
to do the same work, and to whom every day was the same as yesterday and
tomorrow, and every year the counterpart of the last and next. These attributes of
Coketown were in the main inseparable from the work by which it was sustained;
against them were to be set off, comforts of life which found their way all over the
world, and elegancies of life which made, we will not ask how much of the fine lady,
who could scarcely bear to hear the place mentioned. The rest of its features were
voluntary, and they were these.

